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 OCTAVIA BUTLER'S MATERNAL CYBORGS:

 THE BLACK FEMALE WORLD OF THE XENOGENESIS
 TRILOGY

 ✓

 £,wx *pcd&u*uUf&i

 Since its pulp origins, American science fiction has been generally
 assumed to be a white and masculine domain with regards to its thematics
 and readership. Originally designed as escapist fiction for boys and young
 men, stories of adventure, gadgetry, and scientific ideas were, by design,
 devoid of female characters, let alone female protagonists.1 The male
 characters epitomized nothing less than the "generic human" desire to
 know and explore, so the dazzling adventures of male heroes such as
 Captain Nemo or Captain Kirk came to be synonymous with humanity's
 steady advance to conquer new underwater and spatial frontiers. As Pamela
 Sargent observed in her introduction to Women of Wonder: Science Fiction
 Stories by Women About Women : before feminist Utopias and feminist
 science fiction, "The use of sex in science fiction [. . .] seemed to mean
 only one thing: the role of woman as sex object could be added to the
 traditional ones of housewife, child-raiser, damsel in distress and scientist's

 daughter" (xiii). The absence of (strong) female characters in traditional
 science fiction was commensurate with the general state of culture and
 literature as diagnosed by Joanna Russ in 1971, claiming that "Culture is
 male. Our literary myths are for heroes, not heroines" (81). Consequently,
 when seeking to find the heroine's place, "we come to the one occupation
 of a female protagonist in literature, the one thing she can do and, by God,
 she does it and does it and does it, over and over and over again. She is the
 protagonist of a Love Story" (Russ 84).
 (White) Feminist inroads into the masculinized domain of science
 and technology made by Monique Wittig, Ursula K. Le Guin, Joanna
 Russ, Marge Piercy, Pamela Sargent, Vonda Mclntyre, Suzy McKee
 Charnas, and Alice Sheldon have since the 1970s radically changed the
 thematic and gender dynamics of traditional science fiction by
 simultaneously applying two codes, that of hard (masculinist) science
 fiction and soft (feminine) romance fiction. These "doubly coded"
 novels of feminist science fiction, as Linda Hutcheon calls them (142),
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 came to challenge not only the "dominant representations of gender, but
 they have also stretched the limits and definitions of the genre"
 (Wolmark 231), so the protagonist and the interpellated reader of science
 fiction could no longer be automatically regarded as the definitional
 young man.2 Indeed, it was feminist science fiction along with cyberpunk
 fiction3 that made a significant contribution to the renewal of science
 fiction.4

 The Alternative Vision of Octavia Butler's Xenogenesis

 Xenogenesis is one of the most exciting examples of recent
 experiments with the genre. Butler's trilogy offers a powerful feminist
 revision of the science fiction that is inspired by communications
 technology and biotechnology. Dawn (1987), Adulthood Rites (1988) and
 Imago (1989) are Butler's fictional response to militant Reaganite politics
 and are a black female fantasy of cyborg alternatives. My discussion will
 focus on the maternal dimension of Butler's trilogy, stressing that the
 life-crazy alien world, that of the Oankali, which interfaces with the
 human world, is far from being the representation of a feminist Utopia
 with nurturing mothers or a benevolent matriarchal community. Indeed,
 Butler's protagonists, the African-American woman and her two mutant
 children, are engaged in an apparently dreadful genetic trading between
 extraterrestrials and Humans, which makes these traders despicable
 traitors as well as committed saviors of the earth.

 Octavia Butler (1947-) broke habits of expectations as an African-
 American woman by making science fiction-writing her career. In an
 interview conducted by Larry McCaffery and Jim McMenamin, she
 acknowledges with the black science fiction writer Samuel Delany the
 hardships she faced as a young black woman who set her mind on
 creating science fiction stories of her own. She points to the lack of black
 science fiction readership and the absence of black science fiction
 writers. In her first attempts in the genre, she soon found herself trapped
 in the type of science fiction that white male writers were writing about
 male heroes: "The short stories I submitted for publication when I was
 thirteen had nothing to do with anything I cared about. I wrote the kind of
 thing I saw being published - stories about thirty-year-old white men who
 drank and smoked too much. They were pretty awful" (McCaffery 57).
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 Like Joanna Russ, Butler also felt, what Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar
 call, the "anxiety of authorship," a tremendous unease to write as a
 woman and like a woman to a women's audience:

 And a slightly different problem was that everything I read
 that was intended for women seemed boring as hell -
 basically, "Finding Mr. Right": marriage, family, and that's
 the end of that. I didn't know how to write about women

 doing anything because while they were waiting for Mr.
 Right they weren't doing anything, they were just waiting to
 be done unto. Since I didn't know what else to do, in the
 early Patternist stories I more or less copied the boys' books.

 (McCaffery 57-58)

 An avid reader of science fiction and anthropology, she felt encouraged
 by feminist science fiction in the 1970s, and as a result her fiction took a
 different course. Like her earlier Patternist books - Wild Seed (1970),
 Mind of My Mind (1977), Survivor (1978), Patternmaster (1976), Clay's
 Ark (1984) - the Xenogenesis trilogy demonstrates her deep concern with
 multiracial communities in which black women, people of mixed
 descent, cyborgs and constructs play a significant part. Most evidently
 present in Kindred (1979), slavery as the par excellence form of
 domination and exploitation often figures in her narratives, including her
 trilogy, which ultimately interrogate discourses of hegemony,
 domination, and survival. Her latest novels, Parable of the Sower (1993)
 and Parable of the Talents (1998) demonstrate her keen interest in
 anthropology; the two books belong together and constitute the fictional
 biography of a person who begins a new religion. Given these
 investments in feminist re-imagining of science fiction, Butler has been
 seen by critics as being specifically focused on "Black women mentors"
 and mothers (Shinn 204). These are designated in her works "as the
 civilizing force in human society - the ones who teach both men and
 children compassion and empathy" (Allison 473). Far from eliciting
 unequivocal enthusiasm among feminist critics, Butler's women are
 criticized by Dorothy Allison among others:

 1 love Octavia Butler's women even when they make me
 want to scream with frustration. The problem is not their
 feminism; her characters are always independent, stubborn,
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 difficult, and insistent on trying to control their own lives.
 What drives me crazy is their attitude: the decisions they
 make, the things they do in order to protect and nurture their
 children - and the assumption that children and family
 always come first. (471)

 I tend to agree with Allison's reservations and accept her argument that
 the circumstances of Butler's life have shaped her fiction. (After her
 father's death she was raised by her mother and nurtured by the stories of
 her maternal grandmother, who herself was an amazingly tough woman
 raising seven children alone.5) But I would further suggest that Butler's
 maternal inspirations have provided a much more complicated and
 controversial configuration of (black) motherhood. This assumption
 bolsters my claim that the Xenogenesis books, and Dawn in particular,
 are an impressive rewriting of "humanity" in relation to planetary
 constructs and a subversive inscription of female space in relation to
 cybernetic universes.

 The immediate inspiration of her trilogy was, curiously, Ronald
 Reagan. Her science fiction problematics sprang from, what Jean Pfaelzer
 called, a "radical inadequacy of the present," and showed deep concern
 with the conservative American political climate of the 1980s (qtd. in
 Fitting 32). Butler reveals that when

 [Reagan's] first term was beginning, his people were talking
 about a "winnable" nuclear war, a "limited" nuclear war, the
 idea that more and more nuclear "weapons" would make us
 safer. That's when I began to think about human beings
 having the two conflicting characteristics of intelligence and
 a tendency toward hierarchical behavior - and that
 hierarchical behavior is too much in charge, too self-
 sustaining. (McCaffery 67)

 This oppositional stance of the "resisting reader" to mindless belligerence
 and xenophobia configures Xenogenesis, which narrates the interfacing
 of humans with the gene-trading aliens, called the Oankali, after a global
 nuclear catastrophe.

 Dawn the first book of the trilogy plays out the Bildungsroman of
 Lilith Iyapo. The narrative revolves around the changing of this young
 African American woman from an ordinary middle-class Human woman
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 into a "cyborg." The extraterrestrial Oankali and their genetic engineers,
 the ooloi, accomplish this by augmenting her body, causing her to acquire
 enhanced physical and sensory capabilities that allow her to become a
 bridge between Humans and Oankali. She is also trained to "awaken"
 Humans previously rescued by the Oankali from the dying earth after a
 nuclear catastrophe and to prepare them for resettling the ravaged earth.
 But the Oankali are far from being philanthropic: they offer Humans a
 second chance to start life on earth only on condition that Humans engage
 in trading with them. What this trading involves is nothing less than
 mating with them to breed Oankali-Human mutants, thus securing the
 genetic enrichment and hence the survival of both species. The gene trade
 is thus a matter of life or death for both the Oankali and the Humans as

 "miscegenation" is the only available way for either species to survive.
 Yet, the bargain does not seem fair for Humans because it is obviously
 the Oankali who decide the rules of the game: if the Humans refuse to
 trade with them, they are destined to die out, barren, on a lethally polluted
 globe. The novel, in short, is a lucid and penetrating feminist exploration
 of how Humans react to otherness even under the most adverse

 conditions and how some of them try to cope with the aliens by gradually
 alienating themselves from what they have long regarded as their
 "natural" human traits.

 Adulthood Rites is the continuation of Lilith's life in one of her

 mutant offspring. Though she is still alive and active, her role is less
 significant than Akin's, who is a Human-born construct. Lilith gave him
 the name Akin, which means "hero" in the West- African language of
 Yoruba and which becomes descriptive of his evolving life dedicated
 from early childhood to Humans as well as the Oankali. Adulthood Rites
 proves another Bildungsroman that somewhat repeats the main structure
 of Dawn: Akin's development from a child to an adult merges with the
 history of Humans, who are to be rescued again from another self-
 induced Human catastrophe.

 The last book of the trilogy Imago revolves around Jodahs's life,
 who is Lilith's (and four other parents') Human-born construct child. The
 child turns out to be a "genetic accident": its constitution is unparalleled
 among all three species, the Humans, the Oankali, and the constructs. As
 Lilith and Akin before, its primary mission is to learn and teach among
 the Humans: to access and store information about variations in the

 Human genetic material as well as the "software" of Human civilization,
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 and to teach Humans particular ways of living and thinking that will
 enable them to survive and live in peace.

 Black Woman and Cyborg Existence

 Octavia Butler's Xenogenesis elaborates on a conflictual world in
 post-catastrophe times to challenge boundaries of self and other, human
 and alien/"monster," man and woman, mind and body, intellect and
 instinct, production and reproduction, human body and machine, organic
 and artificial/constructed, real and simulated, individual and community,
 mastery and slavery, domination and submission - the familiar binaries
 of phallogocentric Western culture. The structuring trope of her
 narratives that facilitates an imaginative reworking of such a complex
 thematics is the cyborg (cybernetic organism). That cyborg in turn
 becomes a metaphor of difference, contradiction, and permeable
 boundaries such as first conceptualized by Donna Haraway as a "a hybrid
 of machine and organism, a creature of social reality as well as a creature
 of fiction" (149). Conceived as a figure of postmodern subjectivity that
 takes "pleasure in the confusion of boundaries" (150), cyborg identity
 also has political signification in Haraway' s rendering as "coalitional
 identity" and as "cyborg feminist," a term which refuses the
 essentializing tendencies of a "natural matrix of unity" (157). Further
 elucidating her concept of the cyborg, she also points out that "the cyborg
 as an 'ironic myth' for feminists depends upon taking the cyborg as
 'definitely female,' as 'a girl who is trying not to become Woman,' the
 identity women have been forced to signify" (qtd. in Foster 212).

 Lilith Iyapo, Butler's female protagonist in Dawn , is just such a
 cyborg so she is more of a hybrid woman than William Gibson's Molly in
 "Johnny Mnemonic" (1985), Neuromancer (1984), and Mona Lisa
 Overdrive (1988) with a highly augmented, "wired" body, complete with
 implants. However enhanced Molly's cyber body seems to be, it still
 belongs to a Woman, a former prostitute, and the complementary other by
 whom Case, the "console cowboy" defines his masculinity. On the other
 hand, as if jacked into a computer, Lilith's limited human potentials are
 improved by her ooloi, Nikanjs's sensory arms (called tentacles by Lilith
 and other Humans) that connect her to its memory. This causes her
 genetic map" to be radically changed. For example, her cancer is healed,
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 her body is strengthened with huge muscles, and her memory is
 expanded. Endowed with superhuman capabilities, she can open walls,
 raise "platforms" from the "flesh" of the organic shuttle, cope with
 Human violence and brutality, as well as function as a trainer and leader
 of a group of Humans ready to resettle the ravaged earth. Small wonder
 then that her genetically mixed identity, displaying traditional masculine
 and feminine features, arouses indignation, even disgust in the awakened
 Humans, including women, who, at one point, call her a sexless monster.

 Lilith's traditional feminine identity thus dislocated to ordinary
 Human eyes is, however, not represented as androgynous like the
 fictional heroes, the Gethenians, in Ursula K. Le Guin's feminist science
 fiction, The Left Hand of Darkness (1969). From a "mid-region
 perspective" (that I will later expound) she is a woman, but of the type
 who seeks to negotiate her femininity around existing boundaries.6 This
 somewhat recalls the powerful image of Sojourner Truth, the African
 American abolitionist, who, at the 1851 Women's Rights Convention in
 Akron, Ohio, famously addressed her audience, asking, "Ar'n't; I a
 Woman?" while pointing to her huge body and telling the story of her life
 as a mother and a slave.

 In this sense the gender politics of Butler's trilogy runs a
 dramatically different course from that of cyberpunk, including Gibson's
 works. While it is the masculine console cowboy or matrix hacker, the
 epitome of celebrated American individualism and ingenuity, who is the
 hero of cyberpunk, in Butler's trilogy it is a black woman whose active
 female agency decides on the course of events. Her crossing of
 boundaries literally involves her as a "sturdy black bridge" between two
 species: the Humans and the Oankali not only in her capacity as a
 negotiator but also as a mother of constructs who, in a way, will carry on
 her work.7

 Akin, her child and the protagonist of Adulthood Rites is a Human-
 born construct, whose Human looks hide his superhuman Oankali
 capabilities that are greater than Lilith's. As a hero of double genealogy
 and a hybrid with malleable gender identity until metamorphosis, Akin
 has been genetically encoded by its/his five parents (Lilith, the black
 Human female, Joseph, the Asian Human male, Ahajas, the Oankali
 female, Dichaan, the Oankali male, and Nikanj, the neuter ooloi) to link
 "races"; that is, the Humans and the tentacled, grey-skinned, four-armed
 extraterrestrials. This cyborg baby with a Yoruba name (which, in
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 English, also suggests "a kin to Humans/Oankali") is born in "Lo," which
 is the organically grown shuttle/plant/animal-world of the Dinso Oankali
 (who have chosen to trade and live with co-operating Humans) anchored
 to earth. Shortly after its/his birth it/he is kidnapped by raiders and sold to
 prospective Human parents, Tate and Gabriel (awakened by Lilith in
 Dawn), who are living as resisters in Phoenix. Though besieged by
 raiders (those Humans who refused to cooperate even with Humans and
 sank into savagery) and their own desperation caused by infertility and
 lethal diseases, the Humans in Phoenix abhor the gene-trading aliens for
 their "unnatural" looks and demands. They also hold out the unfounded
 hope of defeating and finally exterminating the aliens and by some
 miracle, regaining their reproductive capacity.

 Akin's cyborg capabilities to function as a Human as well as an
 Oankali prove to be crucial for the Humans as he leads them to board a
 shuttle for Mars. Their only chance of survival is to escape from the
 rampant chaos in Phoenix, which has been scorched by the remaining
 Humans. Akin is then a male cyborg of mixed origins whose appearance
 and whose devotion to Humans link him to Humans, while his
 augmented body, mind, and sensory organs inherited from Oankali
 parents ensures his kinship with the aliens.

 Jodahs, Lilith's other construct child (the protagonist of Imago)
 embodies not only the genetic codes of "ordinary" constructs such as
 Akin, but also unpredictable gene combinations which even the Akjai
 Oankali (who live in Chkahichdahk, the ship for scientific experiments,
 information storage, and data processing) find threatening. This cyborg
 baffles cyborgs themselves by being the first Human-born construct to
 display ooloi characteristics. Having inherited Nikanj's neuter gender,
 Jodahs's life is aggravated by multiple identity: double metamorphosis
 (as opposed to Akin's single metamorphosis at the crossroads of
 childhood and adulthood) and permeable body boundaries make him a
 kind of shape-shifter. It is only bonding with Humans (thus also carrying
 on Lilith's mission), most specifically with prospective Human mates
 that can save Jodahs, and ultimately the Spanish-speaking resisters who
 are discovered living in isolation high in the mountains. These Humans
 are capable of reproduction even after the nuclear catastrophe, but their
 progeny are afflicted by physical and mental mutations. Even if they are
 born apparently healthy, most of them soon develop lethal tumors. The
 weird mixture of terror combined with the hope that they might manage
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 alone, free from Oankali intervention consequently shapes their society.
 Jodahs is endowed with the extraordinary intelligence and

 superhuman physical capacities that Akin has, but its genetic
 configuration (similar to its "bonded sibling's," Aaor's) makes its
 relationship with Humans more painful and risky. Yet, the book
 concludes with Jodahs' growing a town for co-operating Humans from a
 seed, which will eventually be the seat of a new breed, perhaps this time
 devoid of violence, domination, and self-destructive tendencies.

 The Utopian thrust of Butler's trilogy, then, crucially depends on
 cyborg identities and cooperation with aliens. Self and other, Human and
 Oankali, man and woman in these books are not arranged along binaries
 where the first term is hierarchically defined at the expense of the other.
 All set within the frame of a patriarchal story that "begins with original
 innocence and privileges the return to wholeness, imagines the drama of
 life to be individuation, separation, the birth of the self, the tragedy of
 autonomy, the fall into writing, alienation" (Haraway 177). In this regard,
 the vision of the Xenogenesis trilogy differs radically from that of
 Gibson's trilogy ( Neuromancer , Count Zero [1987], Mona Lisa
 Overdive ), which reproduces and reasserts dualistic categories. These
 dualities include body (that Case calls with a certain relaxed contempt
 "meat") and mind; masculine matrix hacker and feminized cyberspace
 (that he "slots into"); the exaggerated masculinity of the console cowboy
 and the eroticism of the matrix (figuring as a hymen to be broken); and
 the tough individualism of American frontier masculinity juxtaposed with
 the alien Japanese mega-corporation (with its feminized collectivism).8

 Nor is Butler's narrative embedded in pastoralism. It does not
 configure an organic and more or less harmonious (female) community,
 as typical of feminist Utopias such as Sally Miller Gearhart's
 Wander ground (1978), Pamela Sargent's The Shore of Women (1986),
 and Joan Slonczewski's A Door into Ocean (1986). This remains true,
 even if the trilogy apparently foregrounds the maternal qualities of
 birthing, reproduction, nurturing, caring, healing, and symbiotic
 relationship, traditionally attributed to women. In this context, the female
 protagonist of Dawn has to negotiate her role as a "race mother."

 Dawn's narrative structure could well trigger associations with a
 female romance, since the four chapters describe four significant stages
 of a woman's career: from birth and female education ([in]famously
 elaborated first by Rousseau in Sophie ) to birthing and mothering, as the
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 titles "Womb," "Family," "Nursery," and "Training Floor" suggest. In
 this slant, "Womb" tells how Lilith, kept in 250-year-long suspended
 animation in a genetically corrected carnivorous plant, is awakened by
 the Oankali. Their main purpose is to engage in a deadly serious gene
 trade with Humans through this "Mother" whom they have rescued (and
 put back into suspended animation in an artificial/organic womb) after
 earth's nuclear catastrophe. The next chapter, "Family," describes how
 Lilith submits to the demands of the aliens by gradually bonding with
 them. Her (maternal) mission - which she repeatedly declines to accept in
 the first part of the book- is to develop special survival capabilities in
 order to be the leader/mother of the group of people that she will awaken
 from their individual wombs. In addition, she must be able to teach them
 skills necessary for the return to an earth still poisoned with chemical
 pollution and radioactivity.

 In "Nursery" Lilith "awakens" - that is, gives life to - forty-three
 people, a number the Oankali have deemed manageable, even under
 adverse conditions. This is the most exciting part of the book, and it also
 embraces the paradigmatic scenes of crucial confrontations between
 masculinist-misogynist and feminist discourses that are typical of
 feminist Utopias. The final chapter, "The Training Ground," takes place
 in a simulation forest, the training ground, created by the Oankali on an
 organic ship to provide Mother Lilith with the most appropriate location
 for educating her children for appropriate living when leaving "the
 family."

 This interpretation of Dawn as a narrative of female romance is
 highly problematic, since the double perspective of the text subverts any
 readerly expectation about a young woman. Throughout the narrative, the
 reader is encouraged to take a "mid-region" position in order to see Lilith
 as a mediator rather than a Great Mother (like the mother of their tribe
 described by the Spanish-speaking Human, Tomas, in Imago). She is
 born, educated, and facilitated with skills to foster the "rebirth" of the

 Humans after the apocalypse. But it is not Lilith alone who undergoes
 physical and psychic changes to attain her status as a female subject in
 her double capacity of leader and mother of a new generation of earth
 dwellers but all the people (her "children"), whom she awakens and
 educates. That is to say that Lilith, from the very beginning, functions in
 her cyborg capacity as child and mother: she both teaches and is taught.
 Likewise, the Oankali are not merely her masters (that at times invoke
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 nightmarish associations of slavery for the black protagonist) but are
 themselves to be educated and reformed by Lilith. In the same way, while
 Lilith is trying to educate her people for survival, she is simultaneously
 being trained by her "children" (both the Humans and the Oankali. who
 are also willing, by necessity, to learn from her).

 This "trading," as the Oankali call their cooperation with Humans,
 does not translate into an untroubled horizontal relationship of sharing
 and love. No matter how interdependent the survival of the gene-trading
 Oankali community and the survival of Humans on earth, the resultant
 interaction between the respective parties is far from perfect. Indeed, the
 Oankali enterprise of promoting eugenics by tampering with Human
 bodies at first reminds Lilith of Nazi experiments. Her awakened people
 are, likewise, more than resentful of her leadership, because, besides
 being an anomaly as a woman with an "unfeminine" size and physique,
 she also "mates" with the enemy. This theme painfully resonates with the
 obnoxious label, "traitor of the race" with which black women in

 America came to be stigmatized in the past. (Beginning with the revised
 slave laws in the eighteenth ceatury, it was no longer the father's but the
 mother's status that defined the legal status of the black child as a slave,
 so it was the mother who was "directly" to be blamed for the bondage of
 the child.) Miscegenation as sinfil and forceful blood mixing also echoes
 in Butler's book: as soon as Lilih succeeds in fleeing from the Oankali
 with her people, she has to reaize that both her personal freedom is
 curbed and her female dignity is besmirched. Moreover, she finds herself
 impregnated with the sperm of her Human lover, Joseph who by then had
 been murdered by his fellow Hunans but the Oankali took her "print
 image" to be able to use his genetb material even after his death. This
 whole process has been facilitated ty the ooloi, Nikanj, to alleviate her
 sadness. Its help notwithstanding, Lilih's anxiety is further aggravated as
 she feels deceived and trapped by alitn coercion, now in the form of a
 forced and unwanted pregnancy.

 For Lilith to be a good instructoi means not only to be a good
 mother, but also a good runner: her ultimae goal is not to train her people
 to submit to the Oankali, but to train them to run away. The novel ends
 on the historic note "learn and run" that echoes various slave narratives,
 such as Harriet Jacobs's, Frederick Dougass', and William Wells
 Brown's in which learning was clearly showa as the prerequisite for
 running from slavery. Learning implied not <mly the acquisition of
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 reading and writing skills (and the skills of a trade) but also the learning
 of the master's language, which was the metaphor for white man's
 institutionalized hegemony. But given the implied double perspective of
 Dawn, the Oankali cannot be regarded so unequivocally as the enemy, for
 their ultimate goal is to trade with Humans rather than colonize them in
 the traditional Human sense of appropriation and exploitation. This
 inevitably entails an uncanny combination of breeding/interbreeding (or
 miscegenation from the Human point of view) and liberation as the sole
 means of survival for both species/races.

 Octavia Butler's text uses the word "grotesque" along with
 "perverse" interchangeably to bring about a confusion or "paradigm
 crisis" in our minds. Typically, she sets her narrative in a
 grotesque/perverse/uncanny, genetically constructed spaceship that turns
 out to be organic matter engineered by the Oankali. The binaries of real

 versus imaginary, or natural versus artificial are radically interrogated in
 the last chapter of Dawn , in which the forest looks and functions as
 "natural" but in truth is an artifact: the sky is a ceiling and the trees are a

 canopy from a particular (non-phallcgocentric or "anti-humanist")
 perspective. Similarly, Joseph, Lilith's Asian-American lover,
 experiences the "uncanny" when he learns about the nature of his
 previously overwhelming sexual experience with neuter construct Nikanj
 and female Human Lilith. It was as red as it was imaginary, and, above
 all, extraordinarily gratifying, because Nikanj was capable of constructing
 a privileged "natural" experience, a "cneness that your people strive for"
 (189). Cloning and modifying genes, changing the genetic codes of
 organisms and constructing new lires are the stock in trade of the
 Oankali in a cyborg world - though by now, in 2000, it seems less and
 less "grotesque" even in our humai world on earth! - in which binaries
 of original and copy or natural and artificial, masculine and feminine
 make no sense whatsoever. Constructs like Akin and Jodahs are
 genetically processed by the rrnting of the Oankali and the Humans,
 themselves born from an "artificially natural" union of five parents; they
 aie neithei here nor "there.' having 110 pure source of origin but a
 liminal existence, from birth embodying marginality itself.

 Octavia Butler locales Lilith, her black protagonist, at the
 intersection of the Humai? and the non-Human world, at the boundary
 between the physical and the non-physical, the real and the imaginary.
 The task that the Africm American female protagonist eventually finds
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 meaningful is not to transcend these two worlds but to mediate between
 them. Her strategy is ultimately to help the Humans as well as the
 Oankali so that they can survive by adaptation. Adaptation, however,
 means more than adjusting to existing conditions, which is the goal of
 traditional mothering in patriarchy; her plan clearly involves continual

 displacement, slipping, and renegotiations.
 Lilith's figure in Dawn represents an ironic repetition of

 motherhood by decentering the female protagonist from her instrumental

 position in patriarchy9 as well as from her position of the "elsewhere" of
 femininity, her pre-discursive or semiotic being. Consequently, Lilith is
 not represented as the Mother of the Race (which is a discourse not
 unfamiliar in African American culture and literature) or a Mother
 Goddess, an originary wholeness, facilitating rebirth for the Humans to
 survive nuclear apocalypse. She is, rather, an originary mediator whose
 negotiations for survival take place in the margins of hegemonic
 discourses, crossing back and forth across boundaries/races/genders.
 Lilith (the name itself has decentered and apocryphal implications)
 carries out an unparalleled project to facilitate human survival by
 dislocating foundational concepts of our culture and implementing
 "grotesque" practices of hybridization.

 But Lilith's female cyborg identity evolving in this process is not a
 "dispersed" postmodern subjectivity produced by endless dislocation and
 indeterminacy. She is "positioned in a fictional world [. . .] where
 morality has neither been relativized out of the window nor been seen
 simply as the reflection of an 'essential' condition" (Waugh 169). In this
 regard, her textual figuration in the trilogy (particularly in Dawn ) is kin to

 those other "sturdy black bridges," including Harriet Jacobs 's
 grandmother in Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl, Claudia's mother in
 Toni Morrison's The Bluest Eye or, for that matter, Octavia Bulter's
 strong grandmother, Sister Butler, who, under most adverse conditions,
 managed to sustain life as well as hope in their community.

 NOTES

 1 With this assumption of the origin myth of male dominated American science
 fiction, I follow Pamela Sargent who, however, also points out that, ironically, the first
 writer of science fiction was a woman, Mary Shelley (xvi, xxxvi-xxxvii).
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 2 Jenny Wolmark elaborates on Hutcheon's observation about double-coding by
 suggesting that "although science fiction uses the codes and conventions of both science
 fiction and romance fiction, it negotiates the contradictions of such doubly coded and
 ambigous narratives by 'placing the desiring "1" of romance fiction at the centre of
 science fiction narratives' " (142).

 J Bruce Sterling celebrates the rebirth of science fiction in William Gibson's
 Neuromancer (1985) in near-ecstatic words, suggesting that "[t]he effect was galvanic,
 helping to wake the genre from its dogmatic slumbers. Roused from its hibernation, SF
 is lurching from its cave into the bright sunlight of the modern Zeitgeist. And we are lean
 and hungry and not in the best of tempers. From now on things are going to be
 different." (9).

 4 In its double issue of 1999, Prae (the Hungarian journal acknowledging
 postmodernist commitments) became the first journal in Hungary to champion
 postmodern reinscriptions of science fiction, and so doing, yielded cyberpunk fiction a
 central place. Crucial as the feminist revisions are, besides Tam&s Etenyei's passing
 remark on the significance of feminist contribution to science fiction, women's share in
 the genre seems to be as good as non-existent in the essays by the Hungarian authors. It
 is also symptomatic of the gender politics of the (male) editors that the whole section
 called "SCI-FI" is emblematically headed with a drawing that seems to be a cyberpunk
 revision of Leonardo's Vetruvian Man, signalling the new measure of a new, cybernetic
 universe by the picture of a harmoniously built, muscular male body that is structured by
 symmetrical geometric forms; that is, a triangle and circles. Though the (male) artist
 made sure that the body represented from above (as if plunging into cyberspace) is
 unmistakably a man's, there is no trace of its sexualization: it is clearly the head and not
 the penis or the buttocks that is at the center of the composition. By contrast, the
 unmistakably female body that introduces the next section of the same issue, called
 "PERMUTACIO" ("rearrangement in a different order"), is an oversexualized nude
 torso: the head is cut off and the whole composition is structured around the breasts,
 thighs and stomach to stress female flesh rather than anv "universal humanity."

 5 In an interview conducted by Usch Kiausch and Donald Morse during the
 International Conference on the Fantastic in the Arts in Ft. Lauderdale, FL, on 24 March
 2000, Octavia Butler spoke enthusiastically about her grandmother, recounting her hard
 life but also her ambition and perseverance. Religion and the determination to see her
 children through braced her up. Remembering her strong grandmother called "Sister
 Butler" in her Baptist congregation, she admitted that "my characters tend to run around
 and build communities around themselves - and I guess it's because my grandmother
 was able to do that" (Kiausch).

 6 1 take the concept of "mid-region" from Geoffrey Gait Harpham to explain the
 grotesque tendencies in Dawn , particularly the positioning of the protagonist neither in
 the Human nor in the Oankali world but in the mid-region, itself also the space of the
 grotesque, which is "dynamic and unpredictable, a scene of transformation or
 metamorphosis" (8).

 7 I also had in mind here the central metaphor of the influential black women's
 anthology, Sturdy Black Bridges'. Visions of Black Women in Literature (1979) that
 expands on the dilemmas of black womanhood in African American culture.

 For a detailed discussion of the gender dynamics and the representation of
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 sexuality in cyberpunk culture and cyberpunk fiction highlighted by William Gibson's
 works, see the excellent collection of essays, Cybersexualities: A Reader on Feminist
 Theory, Cyborgs, and Cyberspace ed. Jenny Wolmark (1999), especially the essays
 written by Mary Ann Doane, Claudia Springer, Zoe Sofia, Nicola Nixon, Thomas
 Foster, and Jenny Wolmark.

 9 Apparently, because of this Dorothy Allison bears Butler's female characters a
 grudge.
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